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Circular B2B - How digital markets can open up new supply chain opportunities 
and drive circularity for B2B companies



1. B2B is a major component of the global economy and least developed in circularity

2. What factors drive circularity adoption in B2B companies and what are the barriers?

3. Which industry segments are the early adopters and which are likely to have the biggest 
impact?

4. What role does eCommerce & marketplace technology play in driving this forward?

5. Introducing SouqBox

6. Conclusions & call to action

Circular B2B - How digital markets can open up new 
supply chain opportunities and drive circularity for B2B 
companies



B2B is big = $25.6 trillion global trade pa (30% of global GDP)

B2B available 
circular market

 

The circular economy could 
represent an economic opportunity 
worth *$4.5 trillion . 

New business models focusing on 
repair, reuse, remanufacturing and 
sharing offer significant innovation 
opportunity. (Source; Accenture)

Resource depletion - new 
materials in global 

manufacturing  

Only 8.5% of the resources used in 
global manufacturing are materials that 
are recycled or upcycled

Since 1980, we have tripled our raw 
material consumption of Earth's 
resources

$4.5 
Trillion

~100 Bn
Tonnes pa

Almost all of the materials 
involved are originally 
selected by B2B transactions 

Eliminating waste from the industrial chain 
by reusing materials to the maximum extent 
possible promises production cost savings 
and less resource dependence. 

~91.5 Bn
Tonnes pa
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Traceability and accountability

Technology for preparing Circular RMs 
The engineering technology to efficiently re & up cycle raw 
materials is a major barrier. 

Progress has been sporadic and some industries such as glass & 
aluminum have advanced recovery technology & sophisticated RM 
market re entry capability 

Continuity of supply

Supply chain standards & simplification 

Even if a B2B company could stitch circular sourcing into 
their SC model, the availability of circular products is often 
unpredictable. 

Clearly this lends itself better in industries where the 
recovery of used products is more predictable eg building 
materials & textiles

What factors drive circularity adoption in B2B companies and what are 
the barriers?  

Supply chain management is complex enough without having to 
cater for opportunistic sourcing from unknown suppliers. 

Complex supplier approval processes would need to adapt to 
enable this. SC investment is oriented towards set up & policing 
standards.

The consequence of not being able to track your supply chain 
could lead to legal risk,  brand impact, product quality etc

Product consistency & standards drive a sourcing strategy 
that is counter intuitive to circularity in sourcing.



The Ellen MacArthur foundation model paints a full industry circular 
view - B2B manufacture & distribute but the model itself must be fully 
integrated to be circular 

The emphasis on 
design/manufacturing is on 
material tracking both forwards 
and backwards.

This coupled with supplier 
certification & supply chain 
providence are essential in 
balancing product standards with 
consumer expectations



Highway 
Construction:
 MacRebur’s

MacRebur’s mission is to dual solve 
the waste plastic epidemic and the 
poor quality of roads we drive on 

around the world today.

Ther innovative solution involves 
processing waste plastics destined 

for landfill or incineration and 
adding them into asphalt for road 

construction and surfacing to extend 
and enhance the bitumen (fossil 

fuel) binder.

Which industries are the early adopters and which are likely to have the 
biggest impact?

Construction:
EU Construction & 
demolition waste

Food: 
 Rubies in the 

Rubble 

Food waste is 6.7% of all 

greenhouse gasses emissions. 

Rubies in the Rubble make F&V 

based products from surplus 

fresh produce. They have found a 

balance between availability of 

supply and end product 

continuity

⅓ of all waste generated in the 
EU, is generated from 

Construction and demolition waste 
(CDW)

This is made up of materials such 
as concrete, bricks, wood, glass, 

metals and plastic used in 
infrastructure, as well as road 

planning and maintenance. By 
2020, the EU target for reuse was 

70%. 

Fashion: 
EVERLANE

Drink:
       Toast Ale

Toast uses surplus bread to 
replace virgin barley. A not 

for profit entity that has 
demonstrated direct re 

purposing of a waste product 
from food into the beer 

industry. To date they have 
used 2,072,429 slices, that 
would have been wasted. 

This clothing company, 
pioneered the concept of a 

transparent supply chain 
through its “radical 

transparency” approach. They 
have recently launched a fleece 
called ReNew, which is made 
from recycled plastic bottles.It 

expects to be recycling 100 
million water bottles through its 

supply chain



Local Government can play a major role in driving circular models & there 
are some great examples of zero waste programs running around the world

The EU’s Zero Waste City 
program now has 400 
municipalities signed up to 
achieving zero waste

Houston, Texas City Govt has 
launched a Reuse warehouse 
where unwanted building 
materials can be donated and 
collected FOC

Sydney, Australia has a program to 
reduce strip out waste from office 
refurbishments. Target is 80% 
reduced landfill  and its now 21% 

In the UK, £25Bn pa is Govt initiated construction - making circularity a requirement in winning contracts would go 
along way to driving this forward.

London UK - exploring circular 
commitments from construction 
contractors from 2021

Vienna, Austria; PPP to deliver 
Social Urban Mining - pre 
demolition recovery of materials 
for reuse in construction

Tokyo, Japan - the olympic 
sustainability plan has already seen 
99% of construction waste materials 
be reused in venue building for the 
games. 100% of the medals (7tn) are 
made from recycled electronic REMs 



Principles:

The Mayor of NYC announced a strategy to achieve zero waste 
by 2030 through a multitude of activities improving closed-loop 
systems. 

Several state laws govern extended producer responsibility to 
prevent manufacturers from simply disposing of useful 
materials when a product reaches the end of its lifecycle. 

Environmentally preferable purchasing also sets minimum 
standards for the products that organizations and companies 
can buy. 

Case Study: NYC Mayor’s office of sustainability

 Economic regeneration 

to addressing income 
inequality

Deliver more than $11 
billion in economic 
benefit (forecast)

Citizens they can 
become part of the 

solution

 5% of procurement to 
be made through 
circular business 

models.

Trade on sector 
specific  

marketplace, turning  
unwanted waste into 

a valuable 
commodity.

Covid has shrunk 
supply chains, since 
suppliers need to be 

closer to one another, 
creating a need for 

more-local solutions

https://recycle.com/5-ways-government-drives-circular-economy/


Negotiation

Businesses rarely buy anything without it. 
Most platforms are for B2C and have fixed 

pricing only. B2B is driven by vertical industry 
specialist needs.

Logistics

They have complex logistical needs and can’t 
just assume free delivery like B2C. Logistics 

in itself is a secondary negotiation.

Flexibility

In order to maximise value for the buyer, they 
need to maximise the range. We think that 

means they will eventually evolve into a 
marketplace model. 

Branding & Control

In order to maximise value for the buyer, they 
need to maximise the range. We think that 

means they will eventually evolve into a 
marketplace model but must have quality 
control over sellers including provenance

Technology Light

These customers seek an easy to use SaaS 
model not a custom build enterprise grade 

solution.

What role does eCommerce & marketplace technology play in driving 
this forward? 

There are clear functions that markets must provide;



Global Problem
This pattern is global & not linked to how 

advanced internet technology is in country. 
They have little tech capability in house and 

need a shrink wrapped solution

45M+ SMBs $6.7Tn TAM

The global B2B trade online today is ~$1.5Tn 
and thus only at 20% penetration. There is 

another $6.7Tn still addressable.

COVID has accelerated market change Will be industry vertical driven

The inability to sell face to face has accelerated the need for 
distance selling and new business models to support that

Unlike consumers, B2B vertical sectors have little overlap 
of product - they buy industry specific products.

Existing offline distributors are best placed to win the 
online battle

Today B2B companies sell mostly offline (80%+ = $6.7Tn) 
COVID19 has shown the world that digital selling is essential, it's no 
longer a luxury. 



Introducing SouqBox.io - a dedicated B2B ecommerce & marketplace SaaS 
platform built with circularity at its heart...

Merchant self- 
configures in 

20 mins

Launches the site to their 
customers & typically has only 

their own product for sale.

Evolves towards multiple sellers = 
increased product range = 

happier buyers.

Dashboard provides full 
reporting and 

management controls

Can reconfigure almost 
everything without relying 

on developers.

SaaS model so customers 
get centralised upgrades 
and access to features as 

they roll out.

Risk free - no contracts 
and free movement 
between tiers and 

modules.  

The end customer and chosen 
partners also have a rich, fully 

branded dashboard to 
manage their needs. 



1. B2B is a major component of the circular opportunity

2. Consumers and government can and must incentivise B2B circularity 

3. Technology can play a key role in providing supply chain provenance and traceability

4. Marketplaces can be the trading conduit for supply to meet demand

5. Some early wins available - especially where Government contracted projects being zero 
waste as standard term

Conclusion - we are just at the beginning 
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